
2A  Activity 1

appearance  the way someone looks
athletic  having a healthy body with strong muscles
attractive  pretty or beautiful
build   the particular form of a persons body
describe  to say or write what someone is like
kind of  a little bit
middle-aged  between the ages of 40-60

2A  Activity 2

assistant  a person who helps someone else to do a job
boss   the person who is in charge
familiar  easy to recognize because you have seen the person before
guy   a man
gym   a room for sports, physical training, or exercise
picnic   an informal meal you take and eat outside
security guard a person paid to protect a place
shy    nervous around other people and embarrassed to talk to them

2B  Activity 1

adventurous  willing to try new and unusual things
calm   peaceful, quiet, or relaxed
careful  making an extra effort to avoid accidents or problems
careless   not making an effort to avoid accidents or problems
creative  having original and unusual ideas
flexible  able to change easily
funny   amusing, causing laughter
hardworking  continually doing a lot of work
lazy   not willing to work or make an effort
messy   untidy, with things out of place
neat   tidy and organized, with everything in its place
nervous  worried and anxious
quiet   not talking much
serious  thinking carefully about things and not laughing a lot
stubborn  not wanting to change because you think you are right
talkative  talking a lot
timid   shy, not confident
unimaginative not creative or original

2B  Activity 2

astrology   the belief that the planets and stars influence human behavior
bossy  always telling other people what to do
characteristic something that is typical about someone
confident  sure you will do something well
critical  severely judging people or things
optimistic  believing good things will happen
restless  not satisfied and wanting new experiences

UNIT 2  VOCABULARY


